Thanks for choosing these animal cutting practice activities. They help kids to develop their scissor skills and identify colors.

For more teaching resources visit my TPT store here or blog fairypoppins.com.

Instructions

- Print the worksheet in color to help kids identify the colors. Alternatively, change your printer settings to grayscale and color the words manually.
- Cut the worksheet in half.
- Left side – color the animal and the cut around it.
- Right side – Cut along the line and stop at the animal. There are dotted lines between the main lines which can be used for additional practice.

Terms of Use

You are permitted to use these resources for your own classroom use. Please direct anyone to my store or website if they wish to have their own copies of these resources. Alternatively you can purchase a multiple user license. You can show sample photos of my resources on your classroom website or blog if you provide a link to my TPT store or website www.fairypoppins.com. Please note this resource and the graphics used are copyrighted. Under no circumstances are you permitted to resell, redistribute or recreate any resources made by Fairy Poppins. You may not use or share any of these graphics in whole or in part for any reasons. Click on the credit links below if you wish to purchase any of the graphics. Thanks.

Credits

A big thank you to these talented artists for the use of their graphics.
You may also like these activities...
Click on the pictures to find out more.
Garden Bugs
Cutting Practice

- butterfly
- caterpillar
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Cutting Practice
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Polar Animals
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Ocean Animals
Cutting Practice

fish
dolphin
octopus
seahorse
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jellyfish
Jungle Animals
Cutting Practice

monkey panda toucan elephant
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